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Abstract 

Through to analyze the characteristics of the digital cartoon image, proposed a based on 

discrete cosine transform (DCT) and singular value decomposition (SVD) combined 

contourlet transform with zero watermarking algorithm, the algorithm first for image 

contourlet transform and then make the low-frequency subband DCT and SVD decomposition 

again after operation block, the largest singular value as the image feature extracting for 

zero watermarking structure. In order to improve the security of the algorithm, introducing 

into visual cryptography processing the watermark image, the zero watermarking features 

obtained and secret sharing for the logic operation is zero watermarking characteristics of 

the final value.. The simulation results show that the algorithm has strong robustness. 

Keywords: Cartoon image, Contourlet transform, Singular value decomposition, Visual 

Cryptography 

1. Introduction 

With the information times continuously, the development of the Internet becomes more 

and more rapidly, also becomes more and more popular in people's daily lives, more people 

began to publish their digital works uploaded to the network, not only rich the multimedia 

information but also makes the multimedia data storage, replication, transmission becomes 

more and more easily. Accompanied by the emergence of a wide variety of digital works, 

cartoon network because of its concise and interesting style is becoming more and more 

popular, cartoon image is different from the general digital image and image content includes 

both traditional image content, at the same time equipped with a witty humor or meaningful 

words. At the same time because digital comic image and other cartoon images with less 

amount of data, shows advantages of high quality and easy retrieval, so it has become the 

electronic book, personal digital assistants (PDA) and handheld computers and other 

consumer electronics more and more popular media form on [1]. For the same reason, along 

with digital comic images and other cartoon images on the network widely exists and 

transmission, so that the intellectual property protection of image and integrity authentication 

has become a fundamental issue. It can be said that the Internet in convenient for people to 

exchange, enrich people's life at the same time, also proposed the stern test of copyright 

protection of cartoon image and similar to the multimedia works. This paper in view of the 

cartoon image put forward a based on the discrete cosine transform and singular value 

decomposition combined contourlet transform with zero watermarking algorithm, meanwhile, 

the direction of the successful application and communication of visual cryptography will 
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introduced into the algorithm in this paper, guarantees the robustness and invisibility of the 

watermark under the premise of a certain extent, improve the security of the algorithm. 

The traditional digital watermark method generally can be divided into two categories: 

frequency domain watermarking method [2 ~ 6] and spatial domain watermarking method
 
[7, 

8]. These methods of embedding watermark are modified the information of image the spatial 

information or the frequency domain information to embed watermark information, in order 

to  do not let the human find traces of man-made changes, many methods based on the use of 

HVS[9] (human visual system) visual mask. Methods such as literature [10] have proposed an 

adaptive image watermarking method using HVS visual mask. This method for visual mask 

in a certain of extent solved the contradiction between the intellectuality and robustness of the 

watermark. But with the visual mask makes the embedding process complexity, the 

consumption of computing time is too long, it is not conducive to the practical application. In 

addition, because of the digital image watermarking technology is the traditional watermark 

information will be embedded into the carrier image to show images copyright, it will cause 

image distortion in a certain of extent, and after the attacked, the watermark extraction will be 

difficulty. According to these problems, Wen Quan
 

[11] proposed a view of zero-

watermarking which can use the important image features to construct watermark 

information, but not modify these image features. This method that does not modify any data 

of the original image but to construct the secret information by using the important features of 

the original image and then the secret information can be registered to the intellectual 

property data information base to prove the original carrier image copyright called “zero 

watermarking”. Here defined zero watermarking method is a new digital watermark method, 

zero watermarking technology to solve the invisible digital watermarking of the contradiction 

between the perception and robustness. 

 

2. Related Work 

This paper based on the study of cartoon image, attributed to both the general 

characteristics of the image, and the characteristics of the text image, therefore, we introduce 

the contourlet transform, singular value decomposition and manipulate visual cryptography 

and so on in the algorithm and then we are introduced one by one. 

 
2.1. Contourlet Transform 

Contourlet transform is also known as contour wavelet transform, it is an extension of 

wavelet transform, it’s composed of two parts that decomposition by Laplacian Pyramid and 

directional filter banks, therefore contourlet transform also called Pyramid directional filter 

banks. Contourlet transform has good multi-resolution, fine features, such as localization and 

orientation than wavelet is more suitable for capture the high dimensional singularity 

characteristics of the information. It’s can only use a few coefficients efficiently represent the 

smooth contour and the contour smooth is the important features of the image, but also has a 

similar to the curvelet transform of the anisotropy scaling relation [12]. 

First of all, the original carrier signal will be decomposed into low frequency and high 

frequency subband by the way of tower. The low frequency subband is original carrier signals 

a low-pass sampling approach and the high frequency subband is the difference between 

original image and the low frequency subband. Then, directional filter banks will function in 

the high frequency subbands, have an arbitrary scale high-pass subband by multiple 

directions. Because directional filter banks are not suitable for processing the low frequency 

sub-band part, so the low frequency part after removing the carrier before using DFB, 

otherwise the low-frequency information will fall in each directional subband. By 
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decomposition of low frequency subband part for many times, you can achieve carrier multi-

resolution decomposition of multiple directions. Contourlet transform is a kind of sparse 

representation method of carrier can represent the vector contour and texture fully. The 

support interval is rectangular structure, along with the change of decomposition scale 

change. 

In the traditional watermarking algorithm, the watermark embedded options selected in the 

contourlet coefficient. Own characteristic of contourlet transform can know, tower of 

decomposed high frequency subband is not through high-pass filtering, but acquired through 

the original carrier signal and the low frequency of a low-pass filter with subtraction. 

Therefore, embedding the watermark into the high-frequency band, modifying coefficients of 

high frequency subbands, will also affect the low frequency subband. The reason is that in the 

inverse contourlet transform reconstruction, watermark will be scattered to the low frequency 

part of the carrier. 

To sum up, different transform domain has its own advantages and disadvantages, such as 

discrete cosine transform domain has good shaped features, discrete wavelet transform 

domain has characteristic of multi-resolution analysis, contourlet domain has multiple 

directions and so on. If you can combine the advantages of different transform domain, the 

robustness of the watermark algorithm can be improved to a certain extent. 
 

2.2. Singular Value Decomposition 

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a kind of important matrix decomposition, and 

linear algebra is a generalization of matrix analysis of normal matrix unitary diagonalization. 

Theorem: if A ∈ R[m × n], then there exists an orthogonal matrix: 

(1) 

 

(2) 

Make, 

(3) 

Here, 

(4) 

σi (i = 1, 2, …, p) is the singular values of matrix A, the singular value is the square root of 

[13]
 
matrix A

H
A and matrix AA

H
 value. 

Singular values can be used as a kind of characteristic has been applied in image 

processing and recognition, and its main theoretical basis is the singular value decomposition 

characteristics, has the following properties: 

(1) The stability of the SV feature vector: because the only corresponding relation between 

the original image and its SV feature vector, so you can use the SV feature vector to describe 

two-dimensional images. When there is small changes in the image gray level, the SV feature 

vector whether there will be a big change, if there will not be a big change, it is stable. SVD 

perturbation analysis indicate that the SV feature has good stability, so it's different to image 

noise, image illumination conditions caused by image gray level change has characteristic of 

less sensitive. This feature to relax the requirement for image preprocessing. The 

experimental results confirmed that the SV feature is not sensitive to noise. 

(2) The SV feature vector of transposed invariance: if do the image matrix transpose 

operations, the SV feature vectors are not changed. 

(3) The SV feature vector of therotation invariance: rotating operations to image, the SV 

feature vectors are not changed. 

(4) The SV feature vector of displacement invariability: replacement operations to image 

matrix, the SV feature vectors are not changed. 

mRmum]u2,...,[u1,  U 
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(5) The SV feature vector of image transform invariance: for any kind of image feature 

extraction, which extract features with algebraic and geometric invariance. For SV features, 

these properties to ensure that it has the invariance, which is based on the theory as a kind of 

algebraic feature of image using it. 

 

2.3. Visual Cryptography 

Visual cryptography [14] is a new image sharing technology, it is the combination of secret 

sharing and digital image. Visual cryptography by secret sharing algorithm encodes a secret 

image into several shares, and distributed to each participant. When the set of participants 

meet agreed to restore conditions, only let the sharing of participants direct superposition can 

recover the secret image. Because the visual cryptography secret recovery process is simple, 

so the research emphasis focuses on secret sharing algorithm. This paper adopts the secret 

sharing algorithm base matrix as the core, make sure the safety of visual password schemes 

and comparative conditions, thus base matrix design becomes the key to visual cryptography 

scheme in this paper. Naor and Shamir proved that the minimum pixel expansion (n, n) 

degree is 2n–1 and give the method to construct the basis matrix that is B0 (share matrix 

white pixels) consists of all the Hamming weight as even column vector, B1 (share matrix 

black pixels) consists of all the Hamming weight as odd column vector. Bludno [15]
 
proved 

that (2, n) threshold scheme of minimum pixel expansion to meet   nm/2mC ),(                      

about the minimum values of m, when base matrix design, B0 consists of n identical 

Hamming weight for ⌈m/2⌉ row vector and B1 by n different Hamming weight for ⌈m/2⌉ row  

vector. This paper use (2, 2) scheme and the design basis matrix is                      and                 

 

,  

superposition of two shared copy about T1 and T2 will be restore the image S’. To be sure, 

direct superposition shared copy of the S’ can fully recover the original image S. In addition 

to different base matrix, the corresponding recovery function R is different. 

 

3. The Zero Watermarking Algorithm Design 

This paper adopts the network common cartoon image as the carrier image experiment, the 

cartoon image by contourlet transform to get the low frequency subband and followed by the 

DCT and SVD method of combining and processing the low frequency subband to get the 

features of the original cartoon image value. The cartoon image is different from the general 

digital image, from the content, cartoon image includes not only the content of the image, but 

also contains some text content; from the characteristics, not only have the basic feature of 

general image, but also carrying the corresponding characteristics of text image. Therefore, 

we first contourlet transform to the cartoon image. Contourlet transform is a kind of sparse 

representation method of carrier, can represent the vector contour and texture fully, the image 

content comic image and text are processed through many decomposition makes the 

corresponding data with multiple resolution of direction. To get the data after combining DCT 

and SVD method for processing. Discrete cosine transform has shaped the characteristics, 

singular value decomposition can enhance the invisibility of the watermark and ensure that 

the watermark has good robustness, and the zero watermarking method instead of the 

traditional digital watermarking method, for the cartoon image, contourlet transform can 

respectively according to the image content and good processing text content, while at the 

same time can through the both very good together by zero watermarking algorithm, but also 

ensure the use value of the cartoon image, so the algorithm is applicable to cartoon image. 
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3.1. Watermark Embedding 

The embedded watermark algorithm in this paper is not the traditional sequence code or a 

bit stream, but the watermark will be treated as a binary image processing and hidden, which 

makes the watermarking information contained more rich and intuitive. Watermarking 

embedded algorithm is described as follows, detailed process shown in Figure 1: 

Step 1: The original color image is converted to grayscale images, then based on the gray 

image for the following processing; 

Step 2: Processing the grayscale images of Contourlet transform and extract the low 

frequency subband; 

Step 3: The low frequency subband 2×2 blocks DCT transformation and extracted the low-

frequency component; 

Step 4: The extract low-frequency component again for 2×2 blocks SVD decomposition 

and extract the decomposition of the largest singular value; 

Step 5: For binarization of extracting the largest singular value, form the characteristic 

sequence; 

Step 6: Read the original watermarking image, using visual cryptography, get two share of 

Share1 & Share2; 

Step 7: Feature sequence value and Share1 or Share2 have the associated logical operations 

to get the zero watermarking characteristics of the final value. In this step we can also be 

carried on corresponding processing to Share such as a piece of data to extract only the 

particular logic operations with characteristic sequence value, in order to further improve the 

security of the algorithm itself. 

 

 

Figure 1. Watermark Embedding Process Flow Diagram 

In the above algorithm, select only the largest singular value causes as the image features 

of the original carrier image to construct zero watermark information is through the handling 

of the original image and after block SVD decomposition of singular value and through JPEG 

compressed images through a comparison between SVD decomposition of singular value, 

found that only the largest singular value is relatively stable, and the rest of the singular value 
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because of its itself value is small, change is opposite bigger, construct zero watermark is 

very difficult to recover after JPEG compression after the watermark information. 

 

3.2. Watermark Extracting 

By the concept of the zero watermark, in construct zero-watermarking characteristics of 

the final value, which should be registered to the intellectual property data information base 

to prove the original carrier image copyright ownership, which means that at the end of the 

watermark embedding process, retain the information will only end up with zero watermark 

characteristics, as well as in the visual cryptography scheme of watermark image is to share 

relevant position information data extraction. The watermark extraction algorithm is 

described as follows, detailed process shown in Figure 2: 

Step 1: To the original color image into grayscale image conversion attack experiment, 

after the attack to image for the following processing; 

Step 2: Contourlet transformation of the attacked image, extract the low-frequency band; 

Step 3: The low frequency subband for 2×2 block DCT and extracted the low-frequency 

component; 

Step 4: To extract the low-frequency component again for 2×2 block SVD and extract the 

decomposition of the largest singular value; 

 

 

Figure 2. Watermark Extracted Process Flow Diagram 

Step 5: For extracting the largest singular value of binarization form feature sequence; 

Step 6: Read the zero watermark characteristic values that get to the watermark embedding 

process and restoring the sharing data of visual cryptography logic operation with 

characteristic sequence; 

Step7: The sharing data through visual cryptography secret operation restore a watermark 

image. 
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The above described Step 7, the sharing of the secret operation must be corresponding to 

the seventh step in the process of watermark embedding operation, otherwise not only cannot 

recover the watermark image but also increase the complexity of the algorithm itself. 

In this algorithm, in order to increase the algorithm’s security, we have a visual 

cryptography shared copy again for processing. We can be in two shares select a piece of data 

that obtained with image feature sequence same size then logic operation. Therefore, if we 

want to recover the original watermark, should know the share that in secret sharing 

algorithm of visual cryptography, also need to know selected data in the share. In the process 

of recovery of the watermark image, steps like above, just need to modify the Step 6 and Step 

7.Because we save the zero watermarking characteristics final value after constructed the zero 

watermark, so when we recovery the watermark image the original image to features of attack 

after the obtained values and eventually zero watermarking characteristic value with the logic 

operation, so that the correct visual cryptography share to recover the original watermark 

image. 

 

4. The Experimental Results and Analysis 

In order to validate the performance of the algorithm, this paper carried out the attack 

experiments in Matlab R2011b. Including noise, cropping, scaling, filtering, compression and 

other attacks. 

Papers randomly selected from a pair of 512 x 512 size of the color cartoon image 

experiment, as shown in figure 3. Watermark image as "the yanbian university computer 

science" of English acronyms "YBCS" with size 32 x32, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

                                            

水印图像

 

Figure 3. Original Image                              Figure 4. Watermark Image 

Because of the robustness and imperceptibility of watermark is a very important factor to 

measure performance, and the zero watermarking algorithms, imperceptibility, so only 

through the NC and the BER value to measure the robustness of watermarking algorithm. As 

mentioned in the watermark embedding algorithm, first of all need to the original carrier 

image, the color image is converted to a grayscale image, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

                                        

原始彩色图像 转换的灰度图像 经 DCT变换后的图像

DCT变换后的低频系数 SVD分解 特征序列

 

Figure 5. Grayscale Image                            Figure 6. Binaryzation Array w 
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After contourlet transform and DCT decomposition and SVD decomposition combined 

with the original image, get the original carrier image binarization sequence w, as shown in 

Figure 6. This paper to the original watermark image used the visual cryptography get two 

Shared that is Share1 and Share2, respectively as shown in Figure 7, as shown in Figure 8, if 

the visual cryptography inversion directly on the shared portions of Share and Share2, change 

a other words, untreated directly to share a secret operation, can directly recover the original 

watermark image, as shown in Figure 9. At the end of the watermark embedding process, and 

ultimately get characteristics of the zero watermark, as shown in Figure 10. 

 

                                       

Figure 7. Share1                                                    Figure 8. Share2 

Secret Image

Share 1

Share 2

Overlapping W & share

                                            

水印图像

 

Figure 9. Eigenvalue of Zero 
Watermarking   

Figure 10. Lossless Recover 
Watermark Image 

This paper images to test for a variety of common attack experiment, in order to evaluate 

the performance of the watermarking algorithm. In general, the extract (restore) embedded 

watermark and the original watermark similarity (NC) is 1, bit error rate (BER) is 0 that can 

shown the algorithm completely accurate to extract the watermark. 

To verify the algorithm robustness against noise attacks, chose Gauss noise and salt-pepper 

noise attack experiment, the experimental results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Recovered Results of Noise Attacked 

 variance 0.0005 0.003 

Gauss 

noise 

attack 

Attacked image 

  

Recovered watermark 

Original Mark

NC=0.94342

ectracted Mark

BER=0.05

 

Original Mark

NC=0.9388

ectracted Mark

BER=0.05
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NC 0.95 0.95 

BER 0.05 0.05 

 Noise density 0.002 0.025 

Salt-

pepper 

noise 

attack 

Attacked image 

  

Recovered watermark 

Original Mark

NC=0.99769

ectracted Mark

BER=0.00

 

Original Mark

NC=0.96651

ectracted Mark

BER=0.03

 
NC 0.99 0.97 

BER 0.01 0.03 

 

As can be seen from Table 1, when applying a larger degree of noise attack, and even 

affect the sensory effects of the original image, we can still get a recognizable image 

watermark to prove the ownership of the digital works, which have the effect of copyright 

protection. 

To verify the algorithm robustness in resisting scaling attack, zoom in and out of the attack 

experiment was carried out respectively, the results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Recovered Results of Scaling Attacked 

  Magnified two times Reduced four times 

Scaling 

attack 

Attacked image 

  

Recovered 

watermark 

Original Mark

NC=0.99769

ectracted Mark

BER=0.00

 

Original Mark

NC=0.99307

ectracted Mark

BER=0.01

 
NC 0.99 0.99 

BER 0.01 0.01 

 

As can be seen from Table 2, whether to reduce or enlarge the operation of the original 

image, both on the sensory effects of the original image is small, easy to get a clear image 

watermark to prove the ownership of the digital works, which have the effect of copyright 

protection. 
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To verify the algorithm robustness in filtering attack, choose the four neighborhood 

filtering and 8 neighborhood filtering attack experiment, the experimental results as shown in 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Recovered Results of Filtering Attacked 

 Neighborhood 4 neighborhood 8 neighborhood 

Neighborhood 

filtering attack 

Attacked image 

  

Recovered 

watermark 

Original Mark

NC=0.98268

ectracted Mark

BER=0.01

 

Original Mark

NC=0.96998

ectracted Mark

BER=0.03

 
NC 0.99 0.97 

BER 0.01 0.03 

As can be seen from Table 3, neighborhood filtering the original image, the sensory effects 

is small, easy to get a clear image watermark to prove the ownership of the digital works, 

which have the effect of copyright protection. 

To verify the robustness in terms of against cropping attack, choose the upper left and 

lower right cropping attack experiment, the experimental results as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Recovered Results of Cropping Attacked 

 Location and size upper left corner 70×70 lower right corner 70×70 

Cropping 

attack 

Attacked image 

原始彩色图像 攻击后的灰度图像 经 DCT变换后的图像

DCT变换后的低频系数 SVD分解 特征序列

NC值 =0.90dB

 

原始彩色图像 攻击后的灰度图像 经 DCT变换后的图像

DCT变换后的低频系数 SVD分解 特征序列

NC值 =0.88dB

 

Recovered 

watermark 

Original Mark

NC=0.90185

ectracted Mark

BER=0.08

 

Original Mark

NC=0.87991

ectracted Mark

BER=0.10

 
NC 0.91 0.88 

BER 0.08 0.10 

 

As can be seen from Table 4, the original image in the upper left corner or the bottom right 

hand corner cutting operation, the influence is bigger, seriously affected the image of the 
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sensory effects, but can still recovering from a recognizable image watermark to prove the 

ownership of the digital works, which have the effect of copyright protection. 

To verify the algorithm robustness in resistance to compression attack, choose JPEG 

compression attacks experiment, experimental results as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Recovered Results of Compression Attacked 

 Quality factor 40 10 

JPEG 

Compression 

attack  

Attacked image 

  

Recovered 

watermark 

Original Mark

NC=0.98614

ectracted Mark

BER=0.01

 

Original Mark

NC=0.96536

ectracted Mark

BER=0.03

 
NC 0.99 0.97 

BER 0.01 0.03 

 

As can be seen from Table 5, when the JPEG compression quality factor is reduced 

ceaselessly less sensory effects on the original image and we can still get a recognizable 

image watermark to prove the ownership of the digital works to protect the copyright. 

By the attack experiment results can be seen that the algorithm of this paper is to resist 

noise attack, scaling attack, neighborhood filtering, compression attack, the effects on the 

original image the sensory effects were small, good results have been achieved, along with 

visual cryptography was introduced in the algorithm, while guaranteeing the original image 

fully restored, effectively reduce the pixel expansion, but does not increase the computational 

complexity of the recovery process conditions, effectively improve the safety performance of 

the algorithm, integrated concluded in this paper the algorithm performance is stronger. 

Through further research of algorithm, the similarity of NC value and the error rate of BER 

shows the algorithm for cropping attack resistance is weak, the greater influence on the 

recovery of watermark image. The reason for the initial, the original contourlet transform, 

through two discrete decomposition of low frequency subband, brought together most of the 

basic features of the original image and it’s beneficial to resist geometric attacks. And then 

Methods DCT and SVD combined, it’s can enhance the robustness of the watermarking 

algorithm in some extent, but before the transformation we obtain the low-frequency bands 

were 2×2 block, thereby reducing the basic features of the original image between the 

elements of the correlation, and may produce the block effect, coupled with singular value 

decomposition on SVD values of two values processing makes the basic features of the 

original image data has changed to some extent let the algorithm in the paper for the weak 

ability to resist cropping attack. 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper based on the digital cartoon image, through further research to the contourlet 

transforms has been get a zero watermark algorithm based on the DCT and SVD combination 

of contourlet transform. The algorithm first two layers of the discrete contourlet transform to 

the image and then low frequency subband decomposition operation block after DCT 

decomposition combined with SVD decomposition to extract the maximum singular value 

decomposition as the feature of image to construct the zero-watermark, in order to made a 

good balance between the robustness and invisibility of the request use visual cryptography to 

encrypt the watermark image operation, not only without increasing the complexity of the 

algorithm but also greatly improve the security of the algorithm itself. 
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